
A compact guide to field recording



Most serious birders agree that a trained ear is at least as important to their work as a sharp eye. Often, dedicated
ornithologists identify birds first by song or some other audio cue. It’s not surprising that they want to bring back not
just photos but also sound recordings from the field.

Just as photography does, audio recording outdoors poses challenges. Any aspiring nature recordist must decide
what level of sound quality is acceptable for his or her purposes – which may include life-list archiving, ID comparison
with birdsong disks, or developing slide-show or mixed-media programs with still photography and video.

The field kit for stereo was once a daunting load (not to mention bulky and expensive). It might have centered on a
Fostex field recorder, with some models as big as encyclopedia volumes and worth about two grand at retail. Because
these digital tape recorders had no built-in microphones, the intrepid audio technician would need two shotgun
mikes, two portable stands, and two balanced four-foot XLR cables. (An alternative: a parabolic microphone, hardly a
compact tool.) Batteries drained quickly and you needed a lot of them, so a bag of spares was usually a must. Also
necessary was an array of slings, straps and cases to lug everything around. Acquiring a decent setup might have cost
an investment of $3,000-$5,000, depending on microphone quality. At any price, a rig like that hampered a birder’s
mobility on the ground.

A field kit in your pocket
With the advent of compact linear PCM recorders, it’s become possible to capture really excellent
sound with a field unit that fits in a pocket. (In fact, recorders like this are so compact that it’s wise to
be attentive when you carry one. Small as they are, they can be easily lost.) These little powerhouses
record at a very high sampling rate with 96 kHz of uncompressed sound. The result is clear audio,
better than CD quality, that’s more than acceptable for most amateur applications.

Microphones 101
In studios, the standard mike is a condenser type, relying on its own power and delivering good
frequency response – the ability to faithfully reproduce what’s coming from a sound source.
Dynamic microphones, in contrast, don’t require their own power sources. As a rule, a dynamic
mike’s frequency response is more limited and the sound fidelity isn’t as good. It will also cost
considerably less.

Shotgun mikes in studios or the field may be condenser varieties. But the term now applies to any long-barreled
model with a narrow acceptance angle or pickup pattern. That introduces a consideration that’s basic with any
microphone and counts for even more in wildlife recording. An omnidirectional model “hears” sound from 360
degrees around it. All shotgun mikes are highly directional. A directional mike picks up sound in a distinctive pattern
that enables the recordist to “aim” at a source and limit (though not eliminate) ambient sound.

Features to look for
Compact linear PCM recorders typically offer features that are convenient and attractive for outdoor work. With a unit
like the Olympus LS-10, a pair of high-sensitivity, low-noise condenser microphones are built into the unit,
eliminating much of the bulk and weight of an older field kit. The mikes are positioned at a wide enough angle of
separation to provide strong stereo representation.

In any compact linear PCM recorder, simple controls are helpful, reducing fumble time when it’s important to move
fast. Units with two gigs of internal memory provide ample room to record material of interest. Also consider power
supply. Many of these units require just two AA batteries to supply the juice – a welcome change from the power
demands of older field recorders.

Recording a la mode
Compact linear PCM recorders provide considerable versatility at perhaps one-tenth the cost of an old-style kit.
Standard recording mode is best for soundscapes, which can be appropriate to accompany many home video or
mixed-media productions. If a birder wants to capture a specific song or cry or the distinctive cadence of a
woodpecker’s hammering, a zoom feature is helpful. Switching to zoom yields the desired tight focus. The birder
can pick up the subject sound nicely without coming too close and spooking the quarry.



A faithful field companion
A compact linear PCM recorder can be a pleasant field companion, unobtrusive and effective. It’s possible to
accessorize with a gun mike, but probably not necessary if the unit has a good zoom. With the built-ins alone a
recorder like this will zoom in for clear recordings of atypical or unrecognized song, gathering mysteries to solve later
at home. Or it can bring back an unforgettable dawn chorus – a nice (if asynchronous) sound track for many media
projects.

Defeating noise, windy or self-inflicted
Wind is often a factor in the field, and it’s necessary to screen any microphone, built-in or external, to avoid the
unwanted noise that can ruin a recording. Most microphones (including built-ins) are equipped with foam screens
from the maker. These screens cut noise well in low-to-moderate wind conditions. An even more effective alternative
is a “hairy” cover, a microphone fright wig that can control the rumble and whistle of moving air when the breeze
really picks up.

Operator movement also causes mike noise, and a good linear PCM recorder can be hand-held without imparting a
lot of extraneous racket. Many birders find that they’re happy with the results they get when they place their compact
recorders on a rock or a tree limb, leaving their hands free for binoculars or cameras.

Flock together
The large online community of birders includes many people eager to share what they bring back from the field. For
those who want to get in on this, the linear PCM format is handy – easily processed to a compact MP3 file for others to
enjoy. It’s also possible to record straight to MP3, but when those files are edited audio artifacts can appear and the
file quality declines.

The most casual Internet search turns up lots of activity on birdsong and how to record it. Countless birding
enthusiasts have included recordings with their personal sites. Many post recordings on Twitter, YouTube and other
social networking sites. Some of the strongest posts – usually those combining sound recording with memorable
video or still images – are viewed in large numbers.

Two addresses for the serious birder/sound tech to keep in mind are
naturerecording-subscribe@yahoogroups.com and naturerecordists-subscribe@yahoogroups.com. To sign up, you’ll
have to submit an e-mail explaining your interest in joining; they’re careful to discourage spammers.

Birdforum.com features a thread called Bird Sounds Recording Eqpt & Discussion, with lively chat on software,
hardware and related topics. Xeno-canto.org encourages bird sound enthusiasts to contribute correctly identified
recordings to its database of neotropical birds. Learn more at http://www.xeno-canto.org/participate.php.

Lists of free digital audio editing software appear at http://www.hongkiat.com/blog/25-free-digital-audio-editors/ and
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_audio_software.

For free access to an impressive collection of recorded birdsong and other animal sounds – a great tool for
comparison and identification – try the online archive for the Macaulay Library at Cornell University’s Laboratory of
Ornithology, http://macaulaylibrary.org/index.do. It’s billed as the world’s largest collection of its kind, with 65,000
audio and 18,000 video clips.

About this guide
This audio recording guide is produced and offered by Olympus Imaging America as a public service. We thank
dedicated birder Scott Fraser for contributing his thoughts toward the guide.

We welcome your feedback and ideas. Please share your thoughts with us. You can send us e-mail at
customersupport@olympus.com. Also, follow us on Twitter (@olympusaudio) or join our Facebook fan page.
Or visit our blog: olympusaudio.wordpress.com. We value your opinions and ideas and will be happy to
share them with others who use digital recording devices.

For more information about Olympus audio recorders and a full line of accessories, visit www.getolympus.com/audio


